The Student Global Ambassador Project (SGAP) provides opportunities for middle and high school students to explore global issues through experiential learning. It does so by providing unique learning out-of-classroom experiences for 7th through 12th grade students. The SGAP Program includes SGAP Student Leadership series, SGAP Energy tours, SGAP eXchange events, and the SGAP Global Experience with the United Nations tour.

The overarching goals of SGAP:

1. Expose middle and high school students to global issues.
2. Teach students about the role and function of Untied Nations.
3. Provide a venue to facilitate a discussion about global issues and to showcase to our students that their contributions are valued.
4. Develop a keen awareness and sense of responsibility regarding global citizenship among our students.

Partners

Office of Global Learning, Fairleigh Dickinson University
Established in 2001, the Office of Global Learning works to translate and implement the university’s global education mission by supporting faculty, staff and students in developing global, international, and cross-cultural programs across curricular and co-curricular domains and on all of our campuses.

klick consultants LLC
klick consultants LLC marketing consultancy transforms and aligns teams in the public and private sectors through clear messaging. For over a decade, klick consultants, LLC has been igniting the spirit of the entrepreneur, supporting the arts, and facilitating the education of all children through community service. SGAP is the community outreach initiative for klick consultants, LLC.

Save the Dates: March 20, 2013 SGAP Global Experience and United Nations Tour – People to People New Jersey Delegation; SGAP Energy Tours – TBA; Sustainability Challenge Conference Fall 2013 TBA